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ERIKA MICHAEL

ans Holbein the Younger's [cones,his major woodcut cycle of ninety-one
illustrations to the Old Testament, has long been recognized as a milestone
in the history of Renaissance Bible pictures. 1 The purpose of this essay is to exhibit
this important work in historical perspective. Three aspects, each addressed in a
separate section, will be discussed: The first section provides a background to the
genesis and original publication of the [cones.In the second section, earlier studies
on the iconographic sources for the [conesare brought together and clarified. Contemporary illustrations for early editions of the Luther Bible are also introduced
here. The third section explores the reception of Holbein's Iconesin the illustration
oflater Bibles. This section begins with the early impact of the unpublished proofs
of Holbein's [conesbefore their official appearance in 1538, and concludes with a
discussion of the influence of the [coneson three later sixteenth-century woodcut
Bible cycles: the illustrations by Virgil Solis, published in Frankfurt in 1560; the
illustrations by Tobias Stimmer, published in Basel in 1576; and a set of illustrations designed around 1550 by several anonymous hands and published, apparently
for the first time as a complete set, in a Venetian Bible of 1 58 8.2
THE

EARLIEST

EDITIONS

OF THE

[cones

The [conesfirst appeared in 1538 in Lyons in two separate publications, both
printed by the firm of Melchior and Gaspar Trechsel. One of these was a folio
Vulgate Bible, published by Hugues de la Porte, whose Old Testament volume

' The most exhaustive study to date on the /cones,including its iconographic sources, formal and expressive content, and state of the research is the two-volume 1982
dissertation for Heidelberg University by Manfred
Kastner, Die /conesHans Holbeinsdes]ungeren(Heidelberg,
1985). The Basel exhibition catalog by Frank Hieronymus, BaslerBuchillustration1500 bis 1545 (Basel: Universitatsbibliothek, 1984), 498ff., contains a summary of the
results of past scholarly research, including a compendium
of sources and a detailed bibliography. Among the most
important earlier studies are the following: Maria Netter,
"Die Postille des Nikolas von Lyra in ihrer Wirkung auf
die Bibelillustration des 15. und 16. Jahrhunderts, unter
besonderer Beriicksichtigung der 'Ikones' Hans Holbein
d.J.," dis<., University of Basel, 1943, published in
abridged form as "Freiheit und Bindung in der Bibelillustration der Renaissance," in SchweizerischesGuten-

2

bergmuseum4 (1953): 155ff.; Heinrich Alfred Schmid,
Hans Holbein derjungere:Sein Aufitieg zur Meisterschafiund
sein englischer Stil (Basel, 1945-48), 2:318-26; Fritz
Baumgart, "Hans Holbein d.J. als Bibelillustrator," diss.,
Friedrich-Wilhelms University, Berlin, 1927; Salomon
Viigelin, "Erganzungen und Nachweisungen
zum
Holzschnittwerk Hans Holbeins d.J.," Repertoriumfiir
Kunstwissenschafi2 (1879; rpt. 1968): 162ff., 312ff., and 5
(1882): 179ff.; and Alfred Woltmann, Holbein und seine
Zeit, 2d ed. (Leipzig, 1874), 1:224ff.
For the history of the Venice Bible woodcuts and their
relationship to the !cones, see E. Michael, "Some Sixteenth-Century Venetian Bible Woodcuts Inspired by
Holbein's 'Icones,"' Print Quarterly 7 (1990): 238-47.
Tobias Stimmer's indebtedness to Holbein has been
noted in the Basel exhibition catalog, Spiitrenaissance
am
Oberrhein,TobiasStimmer, 1539-1584 (Basel, 1984), 186ff.

Hans Holbein the Younger's !cones

was largely illustrated by Holbein. 3 The other, from whose Latin title the name
!conesis taken, was a quarto Old Testament picture-Bible (Bilderbibe0published by
the brothers Jean and Franc;:ois Frellon. 4 This picture-Bible contains, with a few
exceptions, the same illustrations (measuring roughly 60 x 86 mm) as the Old Testament portion of the folio Vulgate and is printed on paper having the same watermark.5 The pictures are accompanied by references to the portions of Scripture
being illustrated as well as by several lines of explanatory notes in Latin, probably
written by Franc;:oisFrellon, who also wrote the prologue.
These two first editions were preceded by a set of artist's proofs, of which the
only surviving exemplar, comprising eighty-two images, is in the Kupferstichkabinett of the Basel Kunstmuseum. 6 Unlike the published editions, the proofs are
printed on only one side of the sheet and on paper of somewhat rougher surface.
In these proofs, the rich plasticity and subtle use of hatched shading creating a delicate variation of grays is even more striking than in the published editions. As we
shall see below, these proofs were apparently copied for a Bible published by
Christoph Froschauer in Z ilrich in r 53 r, seven years before the official publication
of the !cones. They thus played an important role in the early transmission of
Holbein's images.
None of the Iconesillustrations is signed, and the two earliest editions of r 53 8 do
not disclose the name of the artist. However, a r 539 edition of the picture-Bible,
also printed by the Trechsels and published by the Frellons, does contain documentary evidence of Holbein's authorship. Included in this edition is a poem in
praise of Holbein written by the poet Nicolas Bourbon, a great admirer and friend
of the artist. Holbein had portrayed Bourbon twice, once in a large drawing now
at Windsor Castle and the second time for a woodcut used to ornament Bourbon's
book of poetry, Nugae, published in 1538. 7
The identity of Holbein as the designer of the !cones is thus clearly established. 8
The date of their creation is more problematical, and all that can be stated with
3

Biblia utriusque Testamenti iuxta Vulgatam

translationem

(Lugduni apud Hugonem aporta, M.D. XXXVIII; colophon: Excudebant Lugduni Melchior et Gaspar Trechsel
fratres. 1538). The Old Testament volume of this Bible
contains 88 illustrations, the first of which, The Creation
ofEve, was printed with a wood block from Holbein's Les
simulacres et historiees faces de la mort (the Dance of Death
series). The illustration The Sailors ThrowingJonah into the
Sea, on folio 423, is not by Holbein; it does not appear in
the picture-Bible (see below) and is not considered to be
one of the Icones images. In my opinion it was probably
designed by the illustrator of the New Testament volume
of this Bible. which contains seven woodcuts compatible
with the Jonah in size and style.
4

Historiarum ueteris lnstrumenti !cones ad uiuum expressae.
Lugduni, sub scuto Coloniensi. M. D. XXXVIII

(colophon:
Excudebant Lugduni Melchior et Gaspar Trechsel fratres.
l 53 8).
s The first four illustrations in this picture-Bible, The Creation of Eve, 71,e Fall, The Expulsion, and Adam and Eve
Accompanied by Death, are printed with blocks made for
Holbein's Dance ofDeath cycle, published that same year.
Note that the picture-Bible cycle differs in this aspect
from the folio Bible cycle, which includes only one illustration from the Dance of Death. There are three additional differences between the folio Bible cycle and the
picture-Bible:
1) The folio Bible includes a different

6

7

8

illustration for The Fall, one that does not appear in the
picture-Bible and that, unlike the one taken from the
Dance ofDeath series, is compatible in size with the rest
of the Icones illustrations; 2) The folio Bible includes an
illustration for 77,e Sailors Throwing Jonah into the Sea. as
observed in footnote 3, that is not included in the picture-Bible; 3) The picture-Bible includes an illustration
of The Fool for Psalms 52 that is not included in the folio
Bible. Two of the Icones illustrations found in the later
Lyons edition of 1543 and among the Basel proofs (see
below) did not appear in either of these first editions.
They are: Nathan before David for 2 Kings 12 (W. 40), and
Isaiah Lamenting the Destruction ofjerusalem for Isa. I (W.
72) (W = Woltmann, Holbein und seine Zeit, (Leipzig,
1876), 2:169ff., catalog of Holbein's woodcuts). In the
folio Bible there is an empty space left on the page, presumably to accommodate the latter illustration.
These proofs may have been pulled from the press of the
Basel publisher Johannes Froben.
Woltmann, Holbein 1md seine Zeit, 1 :404-{)7, explores the
relationship between Holbein and Bourbon.
It is generally agreed that a small number of the Icones illustrations were not designed by Holbein. For the purposes of this article the entire Icones will be treated as a
unit; only the illustrations that I believe were designed
by Holbein will be discussed individually.
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assurance is that Holbein's designs were conceived between 1523 and 1531. We
know this because the illustration for The Flood in the !cones was a cropped, reworked version of an image that Holbein had designed for Thomas Wolff's edition of the Pentateuchpublished in 1523, and 153 1 was the date when the woodcuts
copied from Holbein's proofs for the !conesappeared in Froschauer's Zurich Bible.
In regard to a more precise dating and the identity of the cutter, there are two
schools of thought.
The first school, proposed by Salomon Vogelin 9 in 1879 and supported by Alfred
Woltmann, IO argues that the large majority of the !cones was cut by Hans
Liitzelburger, 11 one of Holbein's principal cutters. Sustaining this view is the masterful, delicate cutting technique that captures the essence of Holbein's lively, differentiated draughtsmanship and the expressiveness and fluid gestures of Holbein's
figures, a technique evident in other works executed for Holbein by Liitzelburger.
If Liitzelburger was indeed the cutter of the !cones, then they must have been designed before the summer of 1526, the time of his death. 12
The second school of thought, originally proposed by Heinrich Alfred Schmid
in 1899, elucidated by him in 1924/ 3 and supported by Hans Reinhardt, 14 15 holds
that the large majority of the !cones were designed by Holbein around 1529-30.
This argument is founded primarily on a stylistic analysis that notes a simplicity,
spatial clarity and monumentality in the !cones that is more consonant with the
mural designs for the Basel Town Hall (executed in r 53o) than with his Dance ef
Death pictures (designed by 1526). Although this observation has merit, several
counterclaims can be made: First, it should be noted that spatial clarity and monumentality already occur in the earlier years of Holbein's oeuvre (such as in his painting The Body efthe Dead Christ in the Tomb of 1521 or 1522), whereas considerable
visual complexity is found in some of his later works (such as in his title page for
the Coverdale Bible of 153 5). Second, in designing the Old Testament murals for
the Basel Town Hall, it would have been natural for Holbein to have used his own
Old Testament cycle as a stylistic source of inspiration, even if it had been made
some years earlier. Finally, the greater spatial clarity and expansiveness of the !cones,
in contrast to the Dance efDeath images, need not be the result of a different time
of execution, but can easily be explained by the parameters of their different

9

ro
11

12

Vi.\gelin, "Erganzungen und Nachweisungen zum Holzschnittwerk Hans Holbeins d.J.," 2:336.
Woltmann, Holbein und seine Zeit, 2:169.
Foremost among these are Holbein's Dance of Death images, which, like the Icones, were printed by Melchior
Trechsel in Lyons in 1538. One of these images is signed
with Liitzelburger's initials, and some of the proof sheets
bear his name; see A. Chamberlain, Hans Holbein the
Youn.~er (London, 1913), 189. Among other woodcuts
generally thought to have been cut by Liitzelburger for
Holbein are the title-page borders with Peter and Paul
(W. 215), with Cleopatra and Dionysius (W. 226), and
with Hercules and Orpheus (W. 221) (see note 5).
Legal documents discovered in the Basel archives by
Eduard His indicate that the printer of the Icones,
Melchior Trechsel, commissioned some wood blocks
from Liitzelburger and made a successful legal claim for
them shortly after Liitzelburger's death; see E. His, "Die
Basler Archive iiber Hans Holbein den Jiingeren, seine

Familie und einige zu ihm in Beziehung stehende
Zeitgenossen," Jahrbuch fiir Kunstwissenschaft 3 (1870):
113ff. It has generally been assumed that these wood
blocks comprised Holbein's Dance of Death pictures and,
by extension, some authors have concluded that the [cones
wood blocks were also included in this claim. Unfortunately, the documents do not specify either the subject
matter or the designer of the wood blocks.
1 i H.
A. Schmid, "Holbeins Tatigkeit fiir die Basel
Verleger," Jahrbuch der konig/ich Preussischen Kunstsammlungen 20 (1899): 233.
14 H. A. Schmid, "Hans Holbein der Jiingere,"
entry in
Thieme-Becker, Algemeines Lexikon der bildenden Kiinstler
von der Antike bis wr Gegenwart (Leipzig, 1907- ), 17:
335ff.
'' H. Reinhardt, "Einige Bemerkungen zum Graphischen
Werk Hans Holbeins des Jiingeren," Zeitschrift fiir
Schweizerische Archiiologie und Kunstgeschichte 34 (1977):
249.
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formats. The Dance of Death figures are placed within a constricted vertical
framework that tends to compress their spatial settings, whereas the figures in the
[cones are placed within a panoramic horizontal framework that allows for the
greater development oflandscape in depth and a roomier spatial envelope. 16
A survey of the genesis of the [coneswould not be complete without mention of
an intriguing problem that has long puzzled scholars. Although the Icones were
designed no later than I 53 I (and no later than I 526 if they were cut by
Liltzelburger), they were not published until I 53 8. Various explanations have been
offered for this long delay/ 7 but to date the problem has remained without a satisfactory resolution. 18
HISTORICAL

SETTING

AND

ICONOGRAPHIC

SOURCES.

By the time the Jeaneswere conceived, the iconography of Old Testament themes
in hand-painted and woodcut-illustrated Bibles was already richly developed. But
the graphic style of the early woodcut illustrations, though often charming and
skillfully executed, was relatively schematic and repetitive, rendered in a flat, linear, and direct manner. In the last decade of the fifteenth century, cycles such as
Stephan Arndes's Lubeck Bible of 1494 manifested a more three-dimensional style,
with hatched areas of light and shade and more sculpturally articulated figures. 19
Despite imposing examples of major Italian Old Testament cycles in other media,20Old Testament illustrations in printed books before the creation of the [cones
did not exhibit the high degree of conceptual and technical authority that is associated with a masterful, personal style. It should be noted that Albrecht Dilrer, who
brought the graphic medium of woodcut to a new level of virtuosity with a number of New Testament cycles,21 made only a few isolated illustrations of Old Testament subjects (some as part of a New Testament series) 22and never produced a
cycle of Old Testament images.
Durer's development and refinement of the woodcut medium did, however,
inspire a more enterprising attitude toward the expressive and aesthetic possibilities of woodcut book illustrations. Additional impetus for this development was
given by the appearance of Martin Luther's popular new German translation of
the New Testament, Das Newe Testament Deuztsch, his famous "September Testament" of I 522. This translation was published in Wittenberg by Melchior Lotther
the Younger, produced in the print shop of Lucas Cranach the Elder and Christian

16

17

18

Additional arguments related to the dating and cutting of
the Icones can be found in Kastner, Die !cones Hans
Holbeins desjiingeren, 1:1-8.
It has been suggested that, at a time of religious upheavals, fear of reprisal on theological grounds may have
played a role. It has also been suggested, on the basis of
Trechsel's claim against Liltzelburger's estate (see footnote 12), that Liltzelburger may have been unable to
complete the cutting of the !cones wood blocks before his
death in 1526 (see Woltmann, 224). Even if this is so,
however, it is not clear why that should have delayed
publication by twelve years.
The question of delayed publication has also been raised
regarding Holbein's Dance of Death cycle, and efforts to
find a satisfactory answer have been equally unsuccessful;
see N. Z. Davis, "Holbein's Pictures of Death and the

19

20

21

22

Reformation in Lyons," Studies in the Renaissance, 3
(1956): ro7ff.
See Albert Schramm, Die illustrierten Bibeln der deutschen
lnkunabel-Drucker (Leipzig, 1922), and, for early woodcut book illustration in general, by the same author, Der
Bilderschmuck der Friihdrucke (Leipzig, 1920-43).
Among the best known of these are the east doors of the
Florence Baptistry by Ghiberti, the Sistine Chapel ceiling frescoes by Michelangelo, and the Vatican Loggia
frescoes by Raphael and others.
These are the Apocalypse (1498), the Large Passion (between about 1498/99 and 1511), the Small Passion (1511),
and the Life of the Vi~~in (between about 1502 and 15 II).
For example, the Temptation and Expulsion from his Small
Passion.
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Doring, and illustrated by Cranach and a Master H.B. 23 It featured Cranach's illustrations for the Apocalyptic Visions if St. john, a careful reworking of Dlirer' s Apocalypse of 1498 that adhered more closely than Dlirer's to the Biblical text, in
accordance with Luther's instruction. 24 Cranach's pictures provided a source of
models for a series of twenty-one illustrations to the Apocalypse designed by
Holbein and published in Basel by Thomas Wolff in 152 3. 25 That same year,
Melchior Lotther published Luther's Das Allte Testament deutsch, comprising only
the Pentateuch, with illustrations probably designed in the Cranach workshop.
These illustrations provided Holbein with the source of models for the previously
mentioned series of eleven Old Testament woodcuts (not the !cones)published in
152 3 by Thomas Wolff 26
A completely new Luther Bible, with an entire cycle of newly designed, aesthetically significant Old and New Testament illustrations, was printed by Christian Doring and published by Hans Lufft in Wittenberg in 153 4. 27 Although
somewhat wanting in psychological expressiveness and a sense of clear, plastic articulation of the figures, this large set of illustrations was unique in its narrative and
textural richness, coloristic qualities, "Danube School" sensibility for animated
linework, interest in landscape, spatial expansiveness, and sense of continuity between human beings and their place in nature. This cycle, which deserves to be
mentioned here because ofits importance in its own right, was created at least eight
years after the designs for Holbein's !coneshad been conceived and bears essentially
no direct relationship to them. It was therefore Holbein's !cones that constituted
the first major High Renaissance Old Testament cycle in the woodcut medium.
We now turn to Holbein's pictorial sources for the !cones. The !conesincorporate two distinct iconographic traditions that had already been united in earlier Old
Testament cycles. One of these traditions originated in the Postillae perpetuae in
universam S. Scripturam,written and illustrated by Nicholas of Lyra in about 1320.

On the history of Luther Bibles, see the excellent catalog
by Heimo Reinitzer. Biblia deutsch: Luthers BibeliibersetzunJi und ihre Tradition (Wolfenbtittel: Herzog August
Bibliothek, 1983), especially cat. no. 73, 13off. The
Cranach illustrations are discussed in the Basel catalog by
Dieter Koepplin and Tilman Falk, Lukas Cranach: Gema/de, Zeichnungen, Graphik, 2 vols. (Basel and Stuttgart,
1974), 1:331ff. Luther's first edition of 3000--5000 copies
was so popular that the "December Testament," with
modifications by Luther, was published only three
months later.
2 4 See Reinitzer,
Biblia deutsch: Luthers Bibeliibersetzung und
ihre Tradition, 132-33. Cranach also introduced strongly
anti-Catholic modifications, which were rescinded the
following year but reinstated in the 1534 edition of the
complete Bible. See P. Schmidt, Die Illustration der
Lutherbibel (Basel, 1977), 97-112, and Werner Hofinann,
ed., Luther und die FolJienfiir die Kunst (Hamburg: Hamburger Kunsthalle, 1983-84), cat. nos. 43 and 44, 171-72.
2 s Dasgantz
new Testament (Basel: Thomas Wolff. 1523). See
the Basel catalog, Die Malerfamilie Holbein in Basel (Basel:
Kunstmuseum Basel, 1960), 308, cat. no. 385; also, P.
Schmidt (note 24), 122-33.
26 A detailed discussion of the Lotther Old Testament
of
1523/24 is presented in Reinitzer, Biblia deutsch: Luthers
Bibeliibersetzung und ihre Tradition, 142, cat. no. 78, and

3 ro, cat. no. 197. For the Wolff/Holbein Old Testament
of 1523, see Malerfamilie, 318, cat. no. 400. Holbein's
Bible illustrations up to and including the Jeanes are discussed in Baumgart (as in footnote 1).

23

27

Biblia das ist die gantze Heilige Schrijft Deudsch. Mart. Luth.
Wittemberg (Gedruckt durch Hans Lufft. M.D. XXXIIII).

The picture of Samson and Delilah bears the date 1532, and
the initials of the artist, MS. The printer, Christian
Doring. died in December 1533, before the book was
published. See Reinitzer, Biblia deutsch: Luthers BibeliibersetzunJi ,md ihre Tradition, 170--72, cat. no. 97; Konrad
Kratzsch, llluminierte Holzschnitte der Luther-Bibel von 1534:
Eine Bildauswahl (Hanan, 1982); Hans Volz assisted by
Heinz Blanke, D. Martin Luther: Die J;antze Heilige Schrijft
Deudsch: Wittenberg 1545 (Munich, 1972), 92-ro2. That
the illustrations for this edition were closely supervised by
Luther is evident from a statement made in 153 5 by
Christoff Walther, an editor in the Lufft workshop:
"Luther hat die Figuren in der Wittembergischen Biblia
zum Tei! selber angegeben, wie man sie hat sollen reiBen
oder malen, und hat befohlen, daB man aufs einfaltigst
den Inhale des Texts sollt abmalen und reiBen, und wollt
niche leiden, daB man tiberlei und unntitz Ding, das zum
Text nicht dienet, sollt dazu schmieren." See D. lvlartin
Luthers Werke, Kritische Gesamtausgabe (Weimar, 1883- ;
rpt., 1964- ), 6: LXXXVII, cited in Volz, 98--<)9.

Hans Holbein the Younger's !cones

This commentary on the whole Bible contained a series of scholarly "archaeological"
drawings, in which portions of Biblical text were rendered into schematic illustrations and diagrams of such things as the Ark of the Covenant, the Camps of the
Tribes oflsrael, and Ezekiel's vision of the restored Temple ofSolomon. 28 These
Postillae illustrations, which were published for the first time in 1481 by Anton
Ko berger of Niirnberg, provided the early models from which ten of Holbein's
!coneswoodcuts ultimately derived. 29
The second tradition, encompassing the majority of the remaining !conesillustrations, depends on the narrative Old Testament scenes that first appeared in print
in Cologne ca. 1478-79 in two Bibles, one written in a Low Saxon dialect and the
other in a Low Rhenish dialect, published by Bartholomaus von Unckel and/or
Heinrich Quentell.3° These two editions were illustrated almost identically, except
that the former had 113 pictures and the latter 123. The Old Testament woodcuts
in these Bibles had their source in an illuminated manuscript, HistorienbibeldesAlten
Testaments, Cologne, ca. 1460 (Staatsbibliothek, West Berlin, Ms. fol. Germ. 516),
or possibly in a closely related manuscriptY When the firm of von Unckel/
Quentell went out of business due to a heavy censorship of German-language religious literature, 109 of the Cologne wood blocks were acquired by Anton
Koberger who had made a financial investment in the von Unckel/Quentell Bible
enterprise. Koberger subsequently used these same blocks for his famous High
German Bible of 1483.32
It is generally accepted that this Koberger Bible of 1483 and Koberger's 1481
edition of the Postillae provided the major stock of pictorial models for the first
illustrated edition of the famous Malermi Bible, the Italian vernacular Bible translated by Niccolo Malermi, which was first published without illustrations in 1471.
The pivotal edition of 1490, printed in Venice by Giovanni Ragazzo for the
Florentine publisher Lucantonio da Giunta, united for the first time the tradition
of the schematic Postillaeillustrations and the narrative pictorial tradition of the von
Unckel/Quentell
illustrations. 33 The unknown designer of the woodcuts for the
Malermi Bible transformed his German models into a delicate, linear, Italian
"popular" style. 34

28

29

Jo

Jr

The connection between the !cones and its sources in the
Postillae is explored by M. Netter, "Die Pastille des
Nikolas von Lyra in ihrer Wirkung
auf die
Bibelillustration des 15. und 16. Jahrhunderts."
The
Postillae had a very large circulation, both in manuscript
form and in print.
These ten illustrations, as listed by Netter, are: W.2,
W.16, W.23, W.53, W.74, W.75, W.76, W.77, W.78,
and W.82.
See Reinitzer, Biblia deutsch: Luthers Bibeliibersetzung und
ihre Tradition, cat. no. 42, 69, and cat. no. 43, 70. Also, K.
A. Strand, Early Low-German Bibles: The Story of Four PreLutheran Editions (Grand Rapids, [after 1965]), 17/f. For
literature dealing primarily with the Cologne Bibles, see
Severin Carsten, "Die Koiner Bilderbibeln von 1478,"
in Gutenbe~gjahrbuch (1957): 72~93, and Hildegard Reitz,
"Die Illustrationen der 'Koiner Bibel,"' diss., Cologne,
1958.
Hans Wegener, Beschreibendes Verzeichnis der MiniaturenHandschriften der preussischen Staatsbibliothek

zu

Berlin
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(Leipzig, 1928), 147/f. The close relationship between
the von Unckel/Quentell illustrations and those in Ms.
5 16 in Berlin was demonstrated by Rudolf Kautzsch in
"Die Holzschnitte der Koiner Bibeln von 1479," Studien
zurdeutschen Kunstgeschichte, 7 (1896): [NEED PAGINATION]
Reinitzer, Biblia deutsch: Luthers Bibeliibersetzung und ihre
Tradition, cat. no. 42, 69.
Biblia uulgare istoriata (Giovanni Ragazzo for Lucantonio
da Giunta, Venice, 1490). This Bible was reprinted twice
by Ragazzo in 1492.
In 1493 a different edition of the Italian Malenni Bible
was printed in Venice by Gulielmus Anima Mia, with
new illustrations closely based on the 1490 illustrations
but designed in a "classic" style inspired by Mantegna.
This edition apparently enjoyed less popular acclaim than
the 1490 edition. See Arthur M. Hind, An Introduction to
a History of Woodcut, 2d ed., 2 vols. (New York, 1963),
2:464/f.
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(top). Hans Holbein the
Praying in the
Lion's Den, and the Angel Carrying Habakuk to the Den with
Food for Dan .14 (Vulgate: Bel and
the Dragon, Apocrypha), from the
Icones, 59 x 86 mm (W. 84).
Figure

1

Younger, Daniel

Figure 2 (bottom left). Erhard Schon/
Hans Springinklee, Daniel Praying in
the Lion's Den, and the Angel Carrying Habakuk to the Den with
Food for Dan. 14 (Vulgate: Bel and
the Dragon, Apocrypha) ,from Biblia
cum concordantijs, J. i\1arionfor A.
Koterger, Niirnberg, 1520, 59 x 86 mm.

F(~ure3 (bottom right). Anonymous
master, Ivfalermi Bible, Daniel Praying in the Lion's Den, and the Angel Carrying Habakuk to the Den
with Food for Dan. 14 (Vulgate: Bel
and the Dragon, Apocrypha), from
Biblia uulgare istoriata, Giovanni
Ragazzo for Lucantonio da Giunta,
Venice, 1490, 47 x 73 mm.
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In 1511, da Giunta brought out in Venice a Vulgate Bible in which the Old
Testament illustrations were very close copies of those in his 1490 Malermi Bible,
but with their number reduced from 212 to 9 5. This smaller cycle of illustrations
provided the basis for a number of subsequent Bible cycles, both north and south
of the Alps.
North of the Alps, the important publishing center of Lyons provided the principal setting in which these subsequent cycles, including the !cones,were to flourish. The earliest of these appeared in a Vulgate Bible published in 1512 by the
younger Anton Koberger ofNiirnberg and printed by Jacques Sacon.35 This cycle
contained 94 Old Testament cuts that were close copies of the Malermi Bible illustrations from the 1511 da Giunta Vulgate. A number of subsequent editions of
the 1512 Lyons Bible, containing more or less faithful copies of these illustrations,
appeared during the next several years. 36 An important turning point in the

35

Biblia wm concordantijs veteris et noui testamenti ... per !vf.
Iacobum Sacon (Lugduni impressa. Expensis notabilis viri

Anthonii Koberger de Nuremburgis. fel. explicit. M.D.
xii). The younger Anton Koberger and his cousin Johann
were the heirs of the previously mentioned older publisher, Anton Ko berger, who died in r 5 I 3. See the
Niirnberg Catalog, ,Heister um Albrecht Diirer (Anzeiger des
Germanischen National-,Husewns,

1960--1961),

199.

36

The widespread popularity of the Giunta Bibles may
partly be due to the establishment of printing houses in
Spain and in Lyon by various branches of the Giunta family. See Netter, "Die Postille des Nikolas von Lyra in
ihrer Wirkung auf die Bibelillustration des I 5. und 16.
Jahrhunderts," 22, and Kastner, "Die Rezeption der
venezianischen
Bibelillustration
iiber Lyon durch
Holbein," Section 4.r.2, 336ff.
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publication of these illustrations of the Malermi Bible type came in r 5 r 8.37 That
year the younger Anton Ko berger published a folio Vulgate Bible in Lyons, printed
by Sacon, in which some of the illustrations from the r 512 Bible and its later editions were redesigned by the Nilrnberg artists Hans Springinklee and Erhard
Schon. Although the iconography of these new designs was based on the Malermi
Bible type of illustrations which they replaced, they were enlarged in format from
44 x 73 mm to 60 x 86 mm, and were transformed into a style that departed from
the Italianate idiom, clearly drawing upon the Nilrnberg/Dilrer tradition. In I 520,
Ko berger published a new edition of this folio Vulgate Bible, printed in Lyons by
Jean Marion, in which additional new Schon/Springinklee illustrations replaced
most of the remaining illustrations of the Malermi Bible type.38
Although it is likely that Holbein used some of the Malermi Bible type of illustrations as models for his !cones,his principal source of models seems to have been
Koberger's r 5 r 8/r 520 Schon/Springinklee Bible cycle. 39 One argument in support of this view is that the size of the !coneswoodcuts (60 x 86 mm) coincides
exactly with the size of the Schon/Springinklee illustrations. Another, more significant, argument is closeness of iconographic details. To give one example, the
Holbein illustration to Daniel Praying in the Lion's Den, and the Angel Carrying
Habakuk to the Den with Food for Dan. r 4 (Vulgate) (Figure r) is conceptually and
stylistically closer to the Schon/Springinklee illustration (Figure 2) than to the earlier Malermi Bible version (Figure 3).
Despite the iconographic and conceptual correspondences between a number
of the Holbein and the Schon/Springinklee illustrations, however, there are also
striking and significant stylistic differences. The faces in the Schon/Springinklee
pictures are underdeveloped and somewhat wanting in expression, still very much
in the spirit oflate medieval German illustration. The figures are stiff, lacking plasticity as well as contrappostal weight and balance. Spatial structure is ill-defined
37

38

Biblia cum concordantijsveteris et noui testamenti (colophon:
Impressa autem lugduni per M. Jaco bum Sacon. Expensis
n. v. Antonii Koberger Nuremburgensis. f. e. Annon. s.
Millesimo quingentesimo
decimo octavo. Die vero
decimo mensis maji).
Biblia cum concordantijsveteriset noui Testamenti (colophon:
Impressa autem Lugduni: per Johannem
Marion.
Expensis notabilis viri Antonij Koberger Nurembergensis feliciter explicit. Anno nostre salutis millisimo

quingentesimo vigesimo). The exemplar seen by the author is in the Ntirnberg Stadtbibliothek.
39 The close relationship between Koberger's Lyons Bible
of r 520 and the !cones was first noted in a letter from
Eduard His to Salomon Vogelin, who quoted His in his
article "Erganzungen und Nachweisungen zum Holzschnittwerk Hans Holbeins des Jtingeren," Repertoriwn
fiir K,mstwissenschq{t2 (1879): 313.
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F(Rure 4 (left). Hans Holbein the
Younger, The Gathering of Manna
for Exod. 16,from the !cones, 60 x 86
mm (W. 14).
Figure 5 (right). After Hans Holbein
the Younger, The Gathering of
Manna for Exod. 16, from Die
gantze Bibel, Christoph Froschauer,
Ziirich, 1531, 60 x 86 mm.
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Figure 6 (left). Hans Holbein the
Younger, The Sacrifice of Isaac for
Gen. 22 ,from the le ones, 60 x 96 mm
(W. 6).
Figure 7 (right). After Hans Holbein
the Younger, The Sacrifice of Isaac
for Gen. 22 .from Die gantze Bible,
Christoph Froschauer, Zurich, 1531,
60 x 87 nun.

.-,,-

and often confusing. By contrast, the Holbein illustrations have a structured and
restrained clarity. Finely expressive, individualized faces give these Biblical personages an animating sense of psychological depth and interaction. The contrappostal
figures are monumentally conceived and move gracefully within easy-to-read spatial settings, in both interior scenes and landscapes. Holbein's woodcuts would
work as effectively if they were enlarged to the size of wall-paintings. These are
ltalianizing High Renaissance characteristics, for which the German Holbein is
famous and which give his !conestheir landmark position in the history of Renaissance book illustration.
As we shall see, the odyssey of these Bible designs, traveling back and forth across
the Alps and undergoing continual stylistic transformations, continued into the later
sixteenth century.
THE

IMPACT

OF THE

!conesON

LATER

BIBLE

ILLUSTRATION.

Considering the importance of the !cones, their impact on later Bible illustration
has not yet been adequately explored. In addition to several later editions using the
original wood blocks,4° the pictures have been widely copied and reproduced down
to the present time. Their influence on subsequent sixteenth-century Old Testament illustrations-the extent to which they were used as prototypes and absorbed
into the iconography oflater Bible pictures-will be the principal topic of the remainder of this study.
The uses made of the !conesas models or sources of inspiration fall into two basic
categories: straightforward copies and free adaptations. The first of these categories
comprises Bibles or picture-Bibles in which the !conesare closely copied with few
changes. In all such instances known to me, the level of quality does not equal that
of Holbein's originals. One major example from this category will be discussed
below. The second and more interesting category comprises Old Testament illustrations for which Holbein's compositions, figures, or iconography were used and
transformed into the distinctive personal style of the adapting artist. Of these, three
examples will be presented.

4°

These are listed by Kastner, "Die Rezeption der
venezianischen Bibelillustration
iiber Lyon durch

Holbein,"

1:r-2

and 385, notes 13-15.
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The most important example of a cycle containing a large number of straightforward copies appears in the well-known "Zurich Bible" printed by Christoph
Froschauer in I 53 I .41This Bible played a significant role in the transmission of
Holbein's images before the first formal publication of the Icones themselves in
I 53 8. The Bible contains a composite cycle of illustrations, some from an earlier
Froschauer Bible of I 52 5, some newly designed illustrations by a Master VS (possibly the Strassburg cutter Veit Specklin), and the rest apparently plagiarized copies
of 67 illustrations made from the previously mentioned early proof sheets of the
Icones.42
The proofs are generally believed to have been copied for Froschauer, who,
by publishing these replicas of the Holbein illustrations for his Bible, preempted
the official publication of the originals. Conjecture that the Zurich woodcuts were
actually the originals ordered from Holbein is untenable. 43 The refined delicacy of
the drawing in the Lyons Icones,the anatomical correctness, the easy, mobile gestures, and the expressive quality of the faces and hands characterize Holbein's
graphic style. By contrast, the illustrations in the Zurich Bible appear to be relatively lackluster copies of their [conesmodels.
Direct comparisons illustrate these differences. In the illustration to The Gathering efManna for Exod. 16 (Figures 4 and 5), the Zurich Bible copyist reversed the
composition laterally by transferring it directly onto the wood block from the
printed proof Since he wished to retain the action of Moses gesturing with his
right arm, it was necessary to redesign both arms. As a result, the new gesturing
arm appears stiff, improperly placed, and structurally unrelated to Moses' torso.
Another example of the more prosaic quality of the Zurich woodcuts may be
seen in the illustrations for The SacrificeefIsaacfor Gen. 22. In the Lyons illustration
(Figure 6), Abraham's finely structured head and face lend him a mien of great
character and spiritual depth, whereas in the Zurich version (Figure 7) the head
seems a weaker imitation of the original. Anatomy and drapery are more stifily
41

42

Die gantze Bibel der vrspriinglichenEbraischenvnd Griechischen waarheyt ... au.ffsal/ertreiiwlichestveneiitschet (Zurich:
Christoffel Froschauer, r 53 r).
Kastner, "Die Rezeption der venezianischen Bibelillustration uber Lyon durch Holbein," r :345ff. Kastner
places the Zurich Bible at the hub of a network of related
Old Testament cycles. Some detailed discussion of the
relationship of these Zurich woodcuts to the !conesis also

43

given in Hieronymus, BaslerBuchillustration1500 bis 1545,
500-502.
In the section entitled "Die Kunstlerische Ausstattung
der Zurcher Bibel von r 53 1" of the text accompanying
the facsimile edition of the Zurich Bible (Zurich, 1983),
1407, Hans Lavator argues that the /cones were designed
by Holbein for Froschauer, cut by Veit Specklin, and
later copied for the Lyons editions.
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Figure 8 (left). Hans Holbein the
Younger, The Cleansing of Isaiah's
Lips with a Hot Coal for Isa. 6,from
tire !cones, 60 x 87 mm (W. 73).
Figure 9 (right}. Virgil Solis, The
Cleansing of Isaiah's Lips with a
Hot Coal for Isa. 6,from Biblische
Figuren, S. Feyerabend, Frankfurt,
1560, 76 X 112 mm.
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Figure 10 (left). Hans Holbein the
Younger, The Vision of Ezekiel for
Ezek. 1 ,from the !cones, 60 x 87 mm
(W. 75).
Figure 11
Vision of
Biblische
Frankfurt,

(right). Vi,gil Solis, The
Ezekiel for Ezek. 1 ,from
Figuren, S. Feyerabend,
1560, 76 x 112 mm.
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rendered, and the uniform, heavy linework of the Zurich pictures gives them a
tediously mechanical appearance that betrays the weaker draughtsmanship and
more plodding hand of a less proficient cutter. 44 Finally, the small, subsidiary figures in the far distance of the !cones version are missing in the Zurich picture,
cropped away in order to make this woodcut, the only one of the !cones that is
wider than the rest, conform in size to the other Zurich illustrations.
Despite their more uninspired quality, the Froschauer copies had a significant
impact on later Bible illustrations, particularly on a series of Old Testament woodcuts by Hans Sebald Beham, published in Frankfurt in 1533. 45 A number of these
illustrations are directly dependent on the Zurich woodcuts; they are not line-forline copies but somewhat transformed renditions. Their relationship to the !conesis
thus indirect. In fact, many of them follow other illustrations in the Zurich Bible
which are not copied from or related to the !conesat all. These Beham illustrations
were used as models by later woodcut designers, including Virgil Solis, whose cycle
of illustrations is discussed below. They also appear as inferior copies in the famous
British Coverdale Bible of I 53 5.
We now examine some of the free adaptations from Holbein's !conesby somewhat later artists, who transformed the !cones images into their personal styles.
Among the large number of published woodcut Bible cycles of variable quality
that reflect the influence of the !cones, a few stand out as particularly inspired and
well cut. Three of these have been selected here to demonstrate the continuity of
the production of superior Bible woodcuts into the late sixteenth century and to
enlarge our understanding of Holbein's influence in this area, both north and south
of the Alps.
Our first example in this category is found in the well-known cycle of Bible
illustrations by Virgil Solis. These illustrations, the BiblischeFiguren, were first published by S. Feyerabend in Frankfurt in 1 560. Like the !cones,they appeared in two
formats: one a complete, illustrated folio German Luther Bible and the other a

44

45

These observations are most easily made by comparing
the original woodcuts.
Biblisch Historien, Figurlichfii,gebildet (Frankfurt/M). The
better-known complete Bible edition was published in
1534: Bjblia, Altes vnd Newen Testament (Getruckt zu
Franckfurt am Meyn, Bei Christian Egenolph). Another
edition in that same year: Biblia beider Allt vnd Newen

Testamenten (Getruckt zu Meyntzjmjar XVC. XXXIIII).
See Kastner, "Die Rezeption
der venezianischen
Bibelillustration iiber Lyon <lurch Holbein," 1:372ff
Note that, like the Zurich/Froschauer
illustrations on
which this cycle is largely based, the Beham illustrations
also appeared before the official publication of the !cones
in 1538.
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quarto picture-Bible. 46 The illustrations in both editions are framed with decorative borders and measure (without the borders) 76 x I 12 mm. The picture-Bible
illustrations are accompanied by four lines of Latin explanations above and four
lines of roughly equivalent German below. In the complete Bible, the text is
printed in single-column format, and the pictures (including the borders) span almost its full width. Of I IO illustrations to the Old Testament portion (including
seven repeats), at least four are related to Holbein's !cones.As far as I know, this
relationship has not been noted before.
Solis borrows directly from the !conesimages, and also borrows from them indirectly through the somewhat transformed renditions by Hans Sebald Beham. We
recall that the latter were themselves partially based on the plagiarized Zurich/
Froschauer copies of the Iconesbefore the official publication of the !conesin I 53 8.
In his illustration to The Cleansing of Isaiah's Lips with a Hot Coal for Isa. 6 (Figure 9), Solis depends directly on Holbein (Figure 8). He repeats Holbein's configuration of the enthroned God suspended in the clouds above the Temple of
46

The first edition of this complete Bible is Biblia Das ist
Die ganze Heylige Schr!fft Teutsch. D. Mart. Lut. Sampt
einem Register und schoenen Figuren (M.D. LX). The illustrations in the exemplar I examined in the Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek in Munich are magnificently hand colored and give the impression of sumptuous illuminations.
The first edition of the picture Bible is Biblische Figuren

des A/ten vnd Newen Testaments ganz kuenstlich gerissen
Durch den weitberhuempten Vergilium Solis zu Niimberg

(Getruckt zu Franckfurt am Main. ANNO M.D. LX).
The exemplar I have seen is at the W lirtembergische
Landesbibliothek, Stuttgart. Solis's illustrations include
both the Old and New Testaments.

Figure 12
(top).
Virgil Solis,
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego
in the Fiery Furnace for Dan. 3 ,from
Biblische Figuren, S. Feyerabend,
Frankfurt, 1560, 76 x 112 mm.
Figure 13 (bottom left). Hans Sebald
Beham, Shadrach, Meshach and

Abednego in the Fiery Furnace for
Dan. 3, from Biblische Historien,
Figurlich filrgebildet, C. Egenolph,
Frankfurt, 1533, c. 50 x 70 mm.
Figure 14 (bottom

right). Hans
Shadrach,
Meshach and Abednego in the Fiery Furnace for Dan. J, from the
!cones, 61 x 86 mm (W. 79).
Holbein

the

Younger,
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Figure15 (top). Virgil Solis, The Israelites Rebuilding the Walls of
Jerusalem for Neh. 4,from Biblische
Figuren, S. Feyerabend,Frankfurt,
1550, 76 x 112 mm.
Figure16 (bottom left). Hans Sebald
Beham, The Building of the Tower
of Babel for Gen. 11, Biblische
Historien, Figurlich furgebildet,
C. Egenolph,Frankfurt,1533,c. 50 x
70 mm.
Figure 17 (bottom right). Hans
Holbein the Younger,The Building
of the Tower of Babel for Gen.11,
from the Icones, 60 x 84 mm (W. 3).
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Jerusalem, moving them to a central place in the composition, as well as of the
seraph bringing the hot coal from the altar to Isaiah's lips with a pair of tongs. Solis
departs from Holbein, however, in his stylistic tendency toward a horrorvacui. In
contrast to Holbein's barren, craggy landscape, Solis fills the space with incidental
and anecdotal detail: trees and shrubs in the foreground, a walled town with towers in the far distance on the left, a group of figures in the middle distance on the
left ("the people" about whom God speaks with Isaiah) and, on the far right behind Isaiah, a prophetic vision of Christ fallen beneath the burden of the cross.
Solis's figure oflsaiah is smaller and less monumental than Holbein's, blending into
the rich tapestry of cumulative detail.
A second instance of direct dependence on Holbein occurs in Solis's illustration
to The VisionefEzekiel for Ezek. 1 (Figures IO and 11). This dependence is evident
in Solis's rendering of God's nimbus and the "wheel within a wheel." Here again,
Solis enriches the setting and fills it with clouds, fire, stars, and animated "living
creatures," thus creating his characteristic saturated and compressed Mannerist space.
Solis's illustration to the story of Shadrach,Meshachand Abednego in the Fiery Furnacefor Dan. 3 (Figure 12) provides an example of his dependence on Beham (Figure 13). Whereas King Nebuchadnezzar in the ]conesversion (Figure 14) is shown
on horseback observing the miracle of the three men who remain unscathed by
fire, both Beham and Solis depict the royal retinue on foot. The most striking detail

Hans Holbein the Younger'sIcones

tying the Solis illustration to Beham is the man attempting to flee the fire with his
arms wrapped protectively around his head, a unique invention of Beham's. 47
Another example of Solis's dependence on Beham is seen in his illustration to
The IsraelitesRebuilding the Walls cif]erusalemfor Neh. 4 (Figure I 5). Solis adapts the
iconography for this illustration from Beham's illustration to The Building of the
Tower of Babelfor Gen. I I (Figure 16), which itself is a reinterpretation of Holbein's
original round Tower of Babel (Figure I 7). 48 Solis takes over the lowest story of
Beham's building, including both the simpler triangular buttresses and the Lombard
bands. In addition, like Beham, Solis places large blocks of cut stone, one leaning
at an angle upon another, as a repoussoir device in the foreground comer. Also
following Beham, the pulley and tongs are loaded with a large stone block, unlike
the !conesillustration, in which the tongs are empty. To accommodate this Tower of
Babel illustration in its new Biblical context in Nehemiah, a group of soldiers (the
enemies of Nehemiah) was added in the far left distance. Once again, Solis fills his
composition with shrubbery, stacks of bricks, and a variety of building implements
to create the rich tapestry of additive details that characterizes his prints.

47

Beham' s depiction of this theme was adapted to decorate
an Urbino lstoriato plate of c. I 560-80. See the illustration
in the sales catalog of Christie's, New York, 13June 198 I.

48

Earlier illustrations depicted the Tower ofBabd as a rectangular building.
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Fig11rc18 (top). Hans Holbein the
Younger,Jacob Blessing the Sons of
Joseph for Gen. -18,from the !cones,
60 X 85 11/fll (vV. 9).
Fig11rc 19 (bottom left). Tobias
Sti111mer,JacobBlessing the Sons of
Joseph Jir Gm. 48, from Neue
Kiinstliche
Figuren
Biblischer
Historien, T. G11ari11,
Basel, 1576,
60 X 84 1/Illl.
F(R<IYC
20 (bottom right). Venice
Bible Master, Jacob Blessing the
Sons ofjosephjor Gen. 48,from Sacra Biblia, Venice, Giolito, 1588,
56 X 80 111111.
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(left). Hans Holbein the

Younger, Moses Speaking to the Israelites in the Wilderness for Deur. 1,
from the !cones, 60 x85 mm (W. 27).
Figure 22 (right). Tobias Stimmer,
Moses Speaking to the Israelites in
the Wilderness for Deut. 1, from
N eue Kiinstliche Figuren Biblischer Historien, T. Guarin, Basel,
1576, 60 x 83 mm.
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The second example of free adaptations from Holbein's !conesappears in a major
cycle of woodcuts by Tobias Stimmer. 49 Like the !conesand the Solis pictures, this
cycle appeared in two formats: The first was a quarto picture-Bible, the Neue
KunstlicheFiguren,published in Basel in I 576 by Thomas Guarin; 50 the second was
a complete quarto Vulgate Bible brought out by the same publisher in 1578_51In
the Stimmer picture-Bible, each illustration has a brief German caption above and
a five or six line moralizing verse in German, written by Johann Fischart, below.
Such moralizing verses do not occur in the Holbein picture-Bible, which has
simple explanatory legends in Latin above, or in the Solis picture-Bible, which has
Latin legends above and their German translations below.
The verses by Fischart are not simply descriptive paraphrases of the illustrated
portion of Old Testament text. A number of them are notes of a typological nature that participate in the Christian exegetical tradition of relating an Old Testament passage to the life of Christ or a Christian precept. Thus, although Stimmer's
cycle follows the tradition of the !conesas a picture-Bible or Historienbibel,the accompanying moralizing text gives it more of a typological character in the tradition of the Armenbibel or the Heilspiegel.52

49

5°

5'

52

The close connection between the !cones and the
Stimmer illustrations has been noted in the Basel exhibition catalog, Spatrenaissance am Oberrhein, Tobias Stimmer,
153{}-1584 (Basel: Kunstmuseum Basel, 1984), catalog entry for the !cones, no. 71, 193.
Johann Fischart, Neue Kiinstliche Figuren Biblischer
Historien, griintlich von Tobia Stimmer gerissen (Zu Basel bei
Thoma Gwarin. Anno. M. D. LXXVI), Basel catalog,
Tobias Stimmer, no. 66, r 86ff.
Biblia sacra veteris et novi testa,nenti secundum editionem
vulgatam Basileae, Iv[. D. LXXVIII (colophon: Basileae ...

Excudebant Thomas Guarinus . . M. D. LXXVIII),
Basel catalog, Tobias Stimmer, no. 67, 192.
The Historienbibel was a popular source of biblical education in an expanding commercial market directed at a
small but growing minority of literate people. These
books paraphrased the Bible in simple, narrative language. The illustrations in earlier manuscript editions of
the Historienbibel fall squarely into the traditional iconography of complete Bible manuscripts. Thus, by reason of

their widespread use, they provided a rich source of models for designers of woodcuts for illustrated incunable
Bibles. The Armenbibel, also known as the Biblia pauperum,
was at first a simplified and undecorated anthology of
Bible excerpts, easily obtainable by poor clergymen and
available for the instruction of simple folk. Later the name
Biblia pauperum was carried over to picture books in
which scenes from the New Testament were illustrated
side by side with prefigurative or "typological" scenes
from the Old Testament. See Reinitzer, Biblia deutsch:
Luthers Bibeliibersetzung und ihre Tradition, no. 50, 82. The
Heilspiegel, also known as Speculum humanae salvationis,
also sought to elucidate the prophetic function of the Old
Testament and its fulfillment in the New Testament.
Here, each episode often consisted of four pictures and
some clarifying text. The first picture was taken from the
Christian story of salvation, and the remaining three from
themes in Hebrew Scripture, in which a related symbolic
concept might be embedded.
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Of the 169 pictures (measuring 60 x 83 mm) in the Stimmer Bible, 135 illustrate
the Old Testament. The first edition is the only one in which each picture is framed
by one of eight different generous and ornate woodcut borders, also designed by
Stimmer. The cutting of the blocks, both pictures and borders, was done by three
Strasbourg woodcutters: the monogrammist MF, Christoffel Stimmer, and BernhardJobin.53 Of these illustrations, seven appear to have been inspired by the Jeanes.
Although Stimmer adhered to earlier iconographic conventions in Bible illustration, his strength consisted in a vigorous stylistic translation of these conventions into a late Renaissance, or perhaps even proto-Baroque, idiom. 54 His
illustrations are characterized by a textural density produced by the relatively even
dispersion of many small areas of light and dark, used more for effects of surface
coloration than for chiaroscuro or plastic definition. This approach to the graphic
medium gives his illustrations a "painterly" richness. Unlike Solis, however, who
constructed his designs by cumulative detail in the German tradition of Schongauer
and Dtirer, Stimmer's compositions tend to be more "large-seeing"-perhaps
a
legacy of his travels to Italy around 1569-70. His richness of anecdotal detail, masterful draughtsmanship, and sense of drama brought the woodcut medium to a new
level of development.
In his depiction of Jacob Blessing the Sons cifJoseph for Gen. 48, Stimmer uses
Holbein's version as a point of departure (Figures 18 and 19). Transferring the blessing scene entirely to the right half of the composition, Stimmer supplements the
picture with another scene not described in the Bible text. On the left is a table on
bird-claw feet set with a cloth, chalice, plate, and several covered cups-a kind of
mensa-at which a figure is seen tasting or sniffing the contents of a chalice. 55 The
physiognomic type of Jacob and the frontal angle from which he is seen under the
bed canopy, as well as the two kneeling sons of Joseph, echo Holbein's illustration
1n reverse.

53

54

The woodcuts in the complete Bible of I 578 appear
without the original borders but are extended by delicate,
ornamental woodcut sidestrips.
Dieter Koepplin and Paul Tanner consider Stimmer's
work to be late Renaissance, rejecting the label of Mannerism in the decorative sense as it is used in reference to

55

works by Pam1igianino and Primaticcio. See the Basel
catalog, Tobias Stimmer, 11.
This mysterious table and its attendant might be connectcd with the reference in the verse below the picture
to a gros ghaimnus, or "great secret".
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Figure 23 (left). Hans Holbein the
Younger, Boaz Asking his Servant,
"Whose Maiden is this?"for Ruth 2,
from the !cones, 60 x 87 1n111 (W. 32).
Figure 24 (right). Tobias Stimmer,
Boaz Asking his Servant, "Whose
Maiden is this?" for Ruth 2, from
Neue Kilnstliche Figuren Biblischer Historien, T. Guarin, Basel,
1576, 58 x 83 mm.
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Figure 25 (left). Hans Holbein the
Younger, The Children Mocking

Elisha for 2 Kings 2,from the !cones,
60 x 87 ,n,n (W. 47).
Figure 26 (right). Tobias Stimmer,
The Children Mocking Elisha for
2 Kings 2, from Neue Kiinstliche
Figuren
Biblischer
Historien,

T. Guarin, Basel, 1576, 58 x 84 111111.
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Stimmer, however, changes an iconographic detail unique to Holbein's version.
Traditionally, representations of the theme of Jacob's Blessing follow the Biblical
text, which calls for the crossing of Jacob's arms in the blessing of his grandchildren, thus conferring the blessing due the elder child onto the younger one. 56 In
Christian interpretations of this scene the crossing of the arms foretells the Cross of
Christ. Although Holbein departs from tradition in depicting the blessing with
uncrossed arms, Stimmer reverts to the traditional crossed arms in accordance with
the Bible text. His revision of this detail reflects Fischart's typological caption,
Vordeitungdes segensdurchskreuz Christi.
In his illustration to Moses Speaking to the Israelitesin the Wildernessfor Deut. 1
(Figure 22), Stimmer echoes Holbein's basic format with Moses encircled by the
kneeling Israelites, incorporating and modifying several of Holbein's figures (Figure 21). Holbein's emphasis lies in the psychological individuality of his various
types, but Stimmer gives greater importance to the pressing of the listening throng
around the gesturing figure ofMoses.57 Points of correspondence between the two
illustrations are seen in the kneeling listeners viewed from behind with the soles of
their feet toward the viewer, and in the bearded figure grasping his garment in his
left hand, kneeling in the lower right corner. Stimmer characteristically fills up his
entire composition, in this instance completing it with tents, thereby creating a
dramatic sense of spatial compression.
Stimmer's distinctive way of transforming a Renaissance iconographic model
into his own more dynamic proto-Baroque style is exemplified in his depiction of
Boaz Asking His Servant, "T#hose maiden is this?" for Ruth 2 (Figures 23 and 24).
Upon analysis, the direct connection between Stimmer and Holbein becomes
clear. Stimmer's kneeling reaper, with his sickle and wide-brimmed hat, is inspired
by Holbein's reaper. In his more dramatic approach, Stimmer has rotated the figures of Boaz and Ruth. They are now placed in a more complex spatial setting,

56

Several articles have appeared on the subject of Jacob Blessing the Sons of Joseph: W. Stechow, "Jacob Blessing the
Sons of Joseph, from Early Christian Times to
Rembrandt,"
in Gazette des Beaux-arts, 6th ser., 23,
(1943): 193~208 (rpt. inJ. Gutmann, ed., No Graucn Images. New York, 1971); H. von Einem, Rembrandt. Der
Segenjakobs (Bonn, 1950); W. Stechow, "Jacob Blessing
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the Sons of Joseph, from Rembrandt to Cornelius," in
Festschrift Ulrich Middeldorf(Berlin, 1968). The crossing of
the arn1s is depicted in representations of this theme as
early as the sixth century (Vienna Genesis).
This was noted by Paul Tanner in the Basel catalog,
Tobias Stimmer, 193.
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which is further enhanced by the hay wagon leading into the far distant landscape,
a detail derived from another !cones illustration, God Instructing Moses in the Sacred
Calendar, for Lev. 3.
For his depiction of The Children Mocking Elisha for 2 Kings 2 (called 4 Kings 2),
Stimmer adopts the physiognomic type of Holbein's Elisha (Figures 25 and 26).
Stimmer's Elisha, however, is caught in a greater swirl of movement, enhanced by
the running child and the attacking bear seen from the rear. The text relates Elijah's
departure to heaven in a fiery chariot, and the mocking of Elisha by children who,
when cursed by Elisha, are mangled by bears. Stimmer omits the traditional subsidiary scene with Elijah, which is included in the Iconesand in earlier representations, and concentrates entirely on the turmoil of the panic-filled event as
emphasized in the accompanying Fischart verses.
We turn now to our third, and perhaps most interesting, example of free adaptations of the !cones. This cycle of illustrations occurs in a Venetian quarto Bible
published in I 588 by the brothers Giovanni Giolito de Ferrari the Younger and
Giovanni Paolo Giolito de Ferrari. 58 These Venice Bible illustrations are close in
size to the !cones,measuring 57 x So mm. In contrast to the Solis and Stimmer Bible
cycles, whose designers are well known, the woodcuts for this Bible were created
by two or more artists whose names have apparently not been recorded. The best
of these artists, who designed roughly a third of the images, was an artist of exceptional ability whom I have called the "Venice Bible Master." I believe that the
cutter of the blocks, whose name is also lost, was Giovanni Britto, an expatriate
German cutter who was living in Venice by the mid-153o's. The Old Testament
volume of this Bible contains 13 5 illustrations (including 24 repeats). Unlike the
Solis and Stimmer Old Testament cycles, in which a relatively small number of
pictures depend on the !cones, at least 54 of the Venice Bible woodcuts follow
Holbein quite closely.
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Sacra Biblia, acn·studio, ac diligentia emendata, rerum, atque
verborwn permultis, & perquamdignis indicibus aucta.
Superiorumconccssu,acpriuilegijs(colophon: Venetiis, apud
lolitos M.D. LXXXVIII). Aside from the exemplar in the

Houghton Library at Harvard University, copies can be
found at the Bodleian Library in Oxford, the British Library in London and the Bibliotheca Nazionale Marciana
in Venice.
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Fi;;ure 27 (left). Hans Holbein the
Younger, Moses and Aaron Before
Pharaoh for Exod. 5, from the
!cones, 61 x 86 mm (W. 12).
F(eure 28 (right). Venice Bible Master, Moses and Aaron Before Pharaoh for Exod. 5,jrom Sacra Biblia,
Giolito, Venice, 1588, 57 x 80 mm.

HARVARD

Figure 29 (left). Hans Holbein the
Younger, God Speaking to Moses,
and Aaron and his Sons Boiling
Flesh at the Door of the Tent of
Meetingfor Lev. 8,Jrom the Icones,
60 x 87 mm (W. 19).
Figure30 (right). VeniceBible Master, God Speaking to Moses, and
Aaron and his Sons Boiling Flesh at
the Door of the Tent of Meeting
for Lev. 8,from Sacra Biblia, Giolito,
Venice, 1588,57 x 80 mm.
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In his book on the Giolito publishing house, S. Bongi has suggested that the
1588 Venice Bible woodcuts were especially created for this Bible. 59 Although I
have found none of them in any earlier Bible, I have discovered that at least fifteen
were in fact cut as early as l 553. Specifically, six of the woodcuts appeared in an
Italian translation of Ovid's Metamorphosesin 1553, 60 and nine were in an edition of
Boccaccio's Decameronin 1552. 61 They may have originally been intended for use
in a large folio Bible, in emulation of the 1538 folio Bible containing the Holbein
illustrations published by Hugues de la Porte in Lyons.
The !conesand the Venice Bible illustrations share several unique iconographic
details that highlight the close connection between these two cycles. One of these
occurs in the illustrations to Moses and Aaron beforePharaohfor Exod. 5 (Figures 27
and 28) which show the Egyptian taskmasters beating the Israelites. Traditionally,
in depictions of this event prior to Holbein's, the beating was placed in the foreground in close proximity to Pharaoh. The Venice Bible Master follows Holbein's
departure from this tradition by placing this beating scene in the background distance. In his depiction of JacobBlessingthe Sons ofJoseph, the Venice Bible Master
retains Holbein's nontraditional representation of Jacob blessing with his arms
uncrossed (Figures 18 and 20). Finally, a particularly telling detail is revealed in the
illustration of God Speakingto Moses, and Aaron and His Sons BoilingFleshat the Door
of the Tent of Meeting for Lev. 8:31 (Figures 29 and 30). I have found no depiction
of this Biblical reference to boiling flesh at the door of the tent predating that of
Holbein, and the Venice Bible Master follows Holbein in the illustration of this
passage. Characteristically, he enhances the impact of the picture by including the
poignant gesture of God reaching down to touch Moses on the hand.
On the whole, the pictures by the Venice Bible Master convey a greater dramatic intensity than their Holbein models. This is achieved by more expansive
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S. Bongi, Annali di Gabriel Giolito de'Ferrarida Trino di
Monferrato,stampatorein Venezia (Rome, 1890), 1:425-26.
Le Traiformationi di M. Lodovico Dolce con privilegi (in
Venetia appresso Gabriel Giolito de Ferrari e fratel. M D
LIII), R. Mortimer, Harvard College Library, Department of Printing and Graphic Arts, Catalogue of Books
and Manuscripts, Part II, Italian 16th Century Books, I
(Cambridge, 1974), cat. no. 342, 494.
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II Decameronedi M. GiovanniBoccaccio
(In Vinegia appresso
Gabriel Giolito de'Ferrari, et fratelli. M D Lil). See
Mortimer, cat. no. 72, 100. The history of these Bible
woodcuts and their curious appearance in a non-biblical
context more than thirty years before their publication in
the 1588 Giolito Bible is discussed in E. Michael, "Some
Sixteenth-Century Venetian Bible Woodcuts."
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gestures, greater amplitude of form, and more monumental figures. Whereas
Holbein's moderate use of shading was intended primarily to enhance the plasticity of his forms, the Venice Bible Master used strong chiaroscuro to heighten the
dramatic mood. His expressively articulated heads have a more strongly defined
bone structure, and they have the craggy features with deep-set eyes and concentrated gaze reminiscent of heads by Titian. These characteristics may be observed
by comparing, for example, the illustrations to Moses and Aaron BeforePharaoh(Figures 27 and 28), to JacobBlessingthe Sons efjoseph (Figures 18 and 20), and to Moses
and the Burning Bush for Exod. 3 (Figures 31 and 32). 62
Like Holbein's !cones,the Bible cycles by Virgil Solis, Tobias Stimmer, and the
Venice Bible Master represent milestones in a continuous tradition of an interconnected, pan-European iconography. The stylistic transformation and refinement
of earlier models had given the !conestheir special place in the history of Renaissance Bible illustration. Their position is further enhanced by their role as a catalyst
for the creation of fine major Bible cycles in the later sixteenth century and beyond.
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For adclitional comparisons between the Venice Bible
woodcuts and the !cones, see E. Michael, "Some Sixteenth-Century Venetian Bible Woodcuts."

Fig11re31 (left). Hans Holbein the
Younger, Moses and the Burning
Bushfor Exod. 3,from the !cones,
61 x 86 mm (W. 11).
Figure32 (right). VeniceBible Master,Moses and the Burning Bush for
Exod. 3,from Sacra Biblia, Giolito,
Venice,1588,57 x 80 mm.

